
470
                                                      CPM
                                                           to 742

 -       3mg  2.0mg@12:50=[0:00] 7/30/81 [0:55] vague awareness? +1.0mg at [1:05].
         nothing more whatsoever. n.e.

 ±       8mg  5mg@12:05=[0:00] 8/3/81. aware? [1:00] [1:05] +3mg. aware! through
         [3:00]. maybe ± - probably -.

 -       12mg 8/7/81 ATS 11:46AM=[0:00] [1:05] maybe aware? [1:30] maybe? [2:00]
         nothing.

 -       18mg 8/11/81 ATS 3:30PM=[0:00] [1:40] aware? no nothing.

 ±       30mg 8/14/81 ATS 1:15PM=[0:00] [:45] aware? [1:10] ± [1:15] ±? [2:10]
         easy er. still ± maybe +? [3:00] maybe ± [5:00] nothing.

 +       40mg 8/17/81 AP 12M=[0:00] [0:40] aware? no! [1:30] edginess, sleepy,
         light threshold [2:00] wants to lie down. Body awareness. [3-4] - sleeping
         [with] possible dreams. very lethargic. [6:00] trace still. [8:00]
         nothing. + as sedater.

 +.5     55mg 9/5/81 ATS 12:15PM=[0:00] [:40] aware[?] [0:50] aware[!] [1:00] to a
         certain +. fine tremor [2:30] still tremor - some aguardness writing -
         perhaps +.5 [3:00] explore erotic - modest erectability - easy og. [3:30]
         lab again - not 100% efficient - [4:00] still + [5:00] still aware, ±
         [7:00] still aware, ± [8:00] probably out - overall quite favorable.

 +++ (<) 70mg 3/24/82 ATS; AP ≡ 8:15PM=[0:00] Awareness at [:20]!. [:45] AP > +,
         diarrhea, not so ATS. [1:00] pushing ++ [1:30] AP a rolling >++ [2:00] 
         both at ~+++, a bit below? To bedroom. Erotic. [4:00] org impossible (ATS)
         - v.tactile - eyes closed - both imagery and (mainly) fantasy - not
         completely benign - very rich, good fit to music - not too much insight, 
         [8:00] still = or > ++. sleep impossible -  one is exposed and vulnerable,
         need guards against fantasy. Fitfull sleep at [8] [12] still not baseline
         - no deficit for loss of sleep. Good energy. overall ~+++. Up, if at all,
         with much caution. Considerable body load.

 +++     80mg 4/8/82 AP ≡ 7:10PM=[0:00] aware [:30], [45] developing slowly,
         quietly. [1:00] to ++ [1:30] pushing +++ [2] +++ philosophy in front room.
         Not the visual, the psychedelic of MAW. From [2->8], erotic, discussions
         eg the art of molecules, origins of the universe, similar weighty trivia.
         [10] first ability to lie still unguarded -  catnaps to [12] - up - still 
         + - no good baseline until maybe [18] sleep at [28] completely
         reintegrates. Dosage a bit high. 70 better.
         


